“If a man is a Communist and denies his affiliation before the committee, he has committed perjury and will go to jail. If he answers affirmatively, the second question put to him will be ‘Who else?’”

—Dalton Trumbo
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The house belonging to Chester A. Arthur in Ossining, New York.
D. B. Cooper’s plane ticket. [FBI]
The Boeing 727 aft airstairs. A person with a military background would be more likely to know that something, or someone, could drop from these stairs while in flight.
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Restricted Areas and Japanese American Internment Camps

KEY
- Relocation Centers (Internment Camps)
- Military Area 1
- Military Area 2
- Final restricted area from which Japanese Americans were evacuated, beginning February 1942.
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An OUT OF BOUNDS sign posted by the Monuments Men.
Inside the Warehouse for Enemy Property, Paris.
Army Chaplain Samuel Blinder examines one of hundreds of Torah scrolls stolen by the ERR.
Neuschwanstein Castle.
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The Green Glass Sea
1922 Ku Klux Klan rally in Muncie, Indiana, 60 miles north of Indianapolis.
Women’s Auxiliary 1924
Attucks's star players were household names in Indiana. Here the Indianapolis Star gave equal billing to a death threat against Hallie Bryant and the 1953 execution of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, convicted as Soviet spies. (Indianapolis Star/USA TODAY Network)
Seventy-eight-year-old Oscar Robertson bestows the 2017 state championship medal on Jamal Harris, the six-two guard who scored the winning basket for Attucks. (Indianapolis Star/USA TODAY Network)
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Sometimes you need to lose something in order to find yourself.
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To Night Owl from Dogfish  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UjVnBa7Qtkw&ref=PRH80A7E1485C1D&linkid=PRH80A7E1485C1D&cdi=316E99F3BAF67ED9E0534FD66B0AA136&template_id=12771&aid=randohouseinc47708-20

The Doughnut Fix  
https://www.jessiejanowitz.com/